We study objective Bayesian inference for linear regression models with residual errors distributed according to the class of two-piece scale mixtures of normal distributions. These models allow for capturing departures from the usual assumption of normality of the errors in terms of heavy tails, asymmetry, and certain types of heteroscedasticity. We propose a general noninformative, scale-invariant, prior structure and provide sufficient conditions for the propriety of the posterior distribution of the model parameters, which cover cases when the response variables are censored. These results allow us to apply the proposed models in the context of survival analysis. This paper represents an extension to the Bayesian framework of the models proposed in [16] . We present a simulation study that shows good frequentist properties of the posterior credible intervals as well as point estimators associated to the proposed priors. We illustrate the performance of these models with real data in the context of survival analysis of cancer patients.
Introduction
The use of normal residual errors in linear regression models (LRMs) is perhaps the most common distributional assumption. However, the normality assumption can be inappropriate in practice given that the inference about the regression parameters is affected when the true distribution of the errors is asymmetric or heavy tailed. In order to overcome this shortcoming, alternative distributional assumptions have been proposed. We refer the reader to [16] for an extensive review of the different distributional assumptions which include, for instance, the family of scale mixtures of normals (SMN) [8, 20, 21] , skew-elliptical and skew-symmetric distributions [1, 4, 15, 18] , semiparametric approaches such as quantile regression [10, 13, 25] , among others.
In a Bayesian framework, it is often of interest to employ noninformative priors; for instance, when the prior knowledge about the model parameters is vague. These kinds of priors are functions of the parameters, not necessarily integrable, that induce a well-defined posterior distribution with good frequentist properties. In this direction, [8] proposed an improper prior structure for LRMs with residual errors distributed according to the family of SMN. In the context of survival regression models, [20] studied the use of Jeffreys-type priors for accelerated failure time (AFT) models (which are LRMs for the logarithm of a set of survival times) with SMN errors. However, the use of noninformative priors in LRMs with flexible errors that allow for capturing skewness has received little attention. In this line, [14] proposed an improper prior structure for AFT models with errors distributed according to the generalised extreme value distribution. They provided a list of sufficient conditions for the propriety of the corresponding posterior distribution which involves truncating the parameter space. Recently, [15] proposed a general noninformative prior structure for LRMs with skew-symmetric errors. They provided conditions for the propriety of the posterior distribution that cover cases where the response variables are censored.
In this paper, we study the use of the class of two-piece scale mixtures of normal (TPSMN) distributions for modelling the residual errors in LRMs from a Bayesian perspective. These sorts of distributional assumptions enjoy several advantages. First, this family of error models contains the class of SMN distributions as a particular case, which has been used to account for the presence of outliers and certain types of heteroscedasticity [21] . In addition, TPSMN distributions can also be used to capture unobserved heterogeneity that induces asymmetry of the residual errors [16] . The implementation of these models is straightforward using the R package 'twopiece' (available under request). We propose a general improper prior structure for the models of interest that covers certain priors obtained by formal rules. We show that the corresponding posterior is proper under mild conditions that can be extended to cases where the response variables are censored, a common phenomenon in survival analysis. The contribution of this paper consists mainly of extending the LRMs in [16] , who only consider likelihoodbased inference and prediction, to the Bayesian framework. The Bayesian approach provides natural tools, namely, the posterior predictive distribution, for conducting prediction about rightcensored responses. This paper also presents a tractable alternative strategy to that proposed in [15] to flexibly modelling the errors in LRMs. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we present the family of distributions of interest (TPSMN) and briefly discuss some of their properties. In Section 3, we describe the LRMs with TPSMN errors and the proposed prior structure, and then provide sufficient conditions for the propriety of the corresponding posterior distribution. In Section 4, we discuss the propriety of the posterior distribution in cases when the response variables are censored. We link these results with survival regression models. In Section 5, we present a simulation study which shows good frequentist performance of the proposed models. In Section 6 we present two examples with real data in the context of survival times of cancer patients. Proofs of the results as well as tables associated to the simulation study in Section 5 are presented in the Supplemental Material.
Background on two-piece distributions
Let us first recall the definition of two-piece distributions. We refer the reader to [17] and [16] for a more extensive discussion on these models. A real random variable Z is said to be distributed according to a two-piece distribution, denoted Z ∼ TP(µ, σ, δ, γ; f ), if its probability density function (PDF) can be written as:
where f is a symmetric PDF with support on R and mode at 0, µ ∈ R is a location parameter and the mode of the density, σ ∈ R + is a scale parameter, δ ∈ ∆ ⊂ R is a shape parameter, γ ∈ Γ ⊂ R is a skewness parameter, and {a(γ), b(γ)} are positive functions of the parameter γ. Several parameterisations {a(·), b(·)} of these models are studied in [2] and [17] . In our applications we will adopt the parameterisation proposed in [12] : {a(γ), b(γ)} = {1− γ, 1+ γ}, γ ∈ (−1, 1). Some properties of this family of distributions are presented below.
(1) The tail behaviour of (1) is the same in each direction.
(2) The moments of (1) exist whenever the moments of the baseline PDF f exist.
The Fisher information matrix associated to this sort of models is well defined [17] , in contrast to some skew-symmetric models, such as the Azzalini's skew-normal distribu- March 20, 2018 Journal of Applied Statistics TPJAS tion [3] . (4) Despite the fact that the PDF (1) is not twice differentiable at the mode, [2] showed that the maximum likelihood estimators of the parameters of (1) have good asymptotic properties.
Throughout, we focus on the case where f belongs to the family of SMN. Recall also that a symmetric PDF f is said to be a SMN if it can be written as:
where H is a mixing distribution with positive support, φ represents the standard normal PDF, and δ ∈ ∆ ⊂ R is a shape parameter. This family contains distributions of great interest in practice such as the normal distribution, Logistic distribution, Laplace distribution, generalysed hyperbolic distribution, and the Student-t distribution. From the expressions in [2] we can obtain the cumulative distribution (CDF) associated to (1) as follows:
where F is the CDF associated to the PDF f . From the latter expression we can see that
. That is, the parameter µ is the P γ −th quantile of Z, and the parameter γ controls the allocation of mass on either side of the mode µ. The PDF, CDF, quantile function, and random number generation of two-piece distributions are implemented in the R package 'twopiece', which is available under request. Some examples of the shape of the density (1), for some choices of the baseline density f , are presented in the Supplemental Material.
Linear regression with two-piece errors
Consider the linear regression model:
where y j ∈ R, j = 1, . . . , n, β is a p-dimensional vector of regression parameters, ε j
⊤ is a known n × p design matrix of full column rank. The resulting model is centred at the mode of the distribution of the errors (which is 0), which represents the P γ −th quantile. We can re-centre the model at the mean, provided it exists, or any quantile of interest by adjusting the intercept after obtaining estimators for the corresponding parameters. The likelihood function associated to these assumptions is given by:
where s is the PDF given by (1) . We adopt the prior structure:
where q ≥ 0 and π(γ) and π(δ) are proper priors. This prior structure covers the structure of some priors obtained by formal rules, for specific choices of the power hyperparameter q and the priors π(γ) and π(δ). For instance, for the choices q = 1 and π(γ)
, the prior (6) corresponds to the independence Jeffreys prior (see [17] for a study of this prior in the context of location-scale TPSMN). Expressions for the reference prior and the Jeffreys prior have not been calculated, but we conjecture that they have a similar structure to that of prior (6) . Their calculation represents a possible research direction. The following result provides general conditions for the propriety of the posterior distribution under the prior (6). (4)- (6) 
THEOREM 1 Consider the model
(β, σ, δ) ∝ σ −q π(δ) is proper. (ii) Γ h(γ) n+q−1 [a(γ) + b(γ)] n π(γ)dγ < ∞, where h(γ) = min{a(γ), b(γ)}, (iii) Γ H(γ) n+q−1 [a(γ) + b(γ)] n π(γ)dγ < ∞, where H(γ) = max{a(γ), b(γ)}.
Then, (i) and (ii) are necessary conditions, while (i) and (iii) are sufficient conditions for the propriety of the posterior distribution of (β, σ, δ, γ).
This result indicates that, in order to check the propriety of the posterior of (β, σ, δ, γ), we only need to check the propriety of the posterior associated to the underlying model with residual errors distributed according to the symmetric baseline distribution f together with a condition on the parameterisation {a(γ), b(γ)}. In particular, for q = 1, conditions (ii) and (iii) are satisfied by any choice of {a(γ), b(γ)}. Moreover, if the functions a(·) and b(·) are bounded and q > 1, conditions (ii) and (iii) are automatically satisfied. The parameterisation {a(γ), b(γ)} = {1 − γ, 1 + γ}, proposed in [12] , γ ∈ (−1, 1), satisfies this boundedness condition. For unbounded parameterisations and q > 1 (such as the one proposed by [7] : {a(γ), b(γ)} = {γ, 1/γ}, γ > 0), the finiteness condition in (iii) depends on the choice of the prior π(γ).
The following result presents conditions for the existence of the posterior for the case when the baseline density f belongs to the family of SMN and q = 1. (6) ∼ TP(0, σ, δ, γ; f ) and f is a SMN. Then, the posterior distribution of (β, σ, γ) is proper provided that y ∈ C(X), where C(X) denotes the column space of X, n > p, together with condition (iii) from Theorem 1.
COROLLARY 1 Consider the model (4)-
This result is satisfied with probability one since the distribution of the residual errors is continuous. For the case when q > 1, conditions for the existence of the posterior associated to the model with symmetric errors become more restrictive. Next, we present some particular cases where the propriety of the posterior distribution can be easily checked. (6) and suppose that the baseline density f in (1) is either a normal distribution, a Logistic distribution, a Laplace distribution, or a generalised hyperbolic distribution with fixed shape parameter. Suppose that y ∈ C(X), n > p + 1 − q, and condition (iii) from Theorem (1) are satisfied. Then, the posterior distribution (β, σ, γ) is proper.
COROLLARY 2 Consider the model (4)-
Model (4)- (6) can be implemented by using the 'twopiece' R package. Moreover, several Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) samplers have been developed for this kind of models. For instance, [22] propose a blocked Metropolis-within-Gibbs algorithm that takes advantage of the representation of SMN distributions. For the case when f in (1) is a Laplace distribution, [23] proposed an alternative MCMC algorithm based on a uniform mixture representation of the Laplace distribution.
We point out that Bayesian quantile LRMs [25] represent a family of models closely related to (4) . These models can be interpreted as the LRM (4), with ǫ j distributed according to a twopiece Laplace distribution, where the parameter γ is fixed according to the quantile of interest specified by the user. We emphasise that, in our context, we do not fix the parameter γ but, instead, obtain posterior inference about this parameter using the prior structure (6) .
Choice of the prior for γ
Rubio and Steel [17] proposed a prior elicitation strategy for the parameter γ, based on the interpretation of this parameter, that can be used to construct a weakly informative proper prior. They propose assigning a Beta(a 0 , b 0 ) prior on a measure of skewness which is an injective function of the parameter γ. This strategy induces a proper prior on γ which can be used to construct informative and noninformative priors on γ:
where a ′ (·) and b ′ (·) denote the derivatives of a(·) and b(·), respectively. For the case when a 0 = b 0 = 1/2, coupled with the parameterisation in [12] , this strategy leads to the Jeffreys prior of γ [17] . If a 0 = b 0 = 1, this strategy leads to a uniform prior on γ ∈ (−1, 1). Throughout this paper we adopt this prior with a 0
2 . This prior has been shown to induce a posterior distribution with good frequentist properties in the context of location-scale models [17] .
Accelerated failure time models

Propriety results
AFT models are of great interest in survival analysis given that they can be used for modelling a set of survival times T = (T 1 , . . . , T n ) in terms of a set of covariates β through the model equation:
where β is a p-dimensional vector of regression parameters, and X = (x ⊤ 1 , . . . , x ⊤ n ) ⊤ is a known n×p design matrix of full column rank. The use of normal and Logistic residual errors represent the most common distributional assumptions. Other distributional assumptions were discussed Section 1 and in [16] .
We assume that ε j i.i.d.
∼ TP(0, σ, δ, γ; f ), where the baseline density f is a SMN. If we adopt the prior structure (6) for this model, then the corresponding posterior is proper under the conditions in Corollaries 1 and 2. However, a common challenge that arises in the context of the analysis of time-to-event data is the presence of censored observations (see [16] for a discussion on this). The following result provides sufficient conditions for the propriety of the posterior distribution for the case when the sample contains both censored and uncensored observations. THEOREM 2 Consider the linear regresion model (7) with prior (6) . Suppose that n c ≤ n survival times are censored and n o = n − n c are observed. Let y o be the set of uncensored observations and X o be the corresponding design matrix. Then, the posterior distribution of
Since this result relies only on the sub-sample of uncensored observations, we can use the results in the previous section to check the propriety of the posterior. Corollary 1 provides conditions for the case when f is a SMN and q = 1, while Corollary 2 provides conditions for the case when q ≥ 1 and certain particular choices of f .
An extreme case that arises in practice is when the sample contains only censored observations. The next result presents sufficient conditions for the existence of the posterior distribution in this scenario.
COROLLARY 3 Consider the model (7) with prior (6) . Suppose that f is a scale mixture of normals, q = 1, n I ≤ n observations are interval censored, where the length of these intervals is finite, and that the other n − n I observations are censored of any other type. Denote the n I interval-censored observations as (I 1 , . . . , I nI ), and let X nI be the corresponding design submatrix. Then, the corresponding posterior is proper if E = I 1 × · · · × I nI and the column space of X nI are disjoint, together with the condition n I > p, and condition (iii) from Theorem 1.
Similarly, for q > 1 we have the following results.
COROLLARY 4 Consider the model (7) with prior (6) . Suppose that f is either a normal, Logistic, Laplace or generalised hyperbolic distribution; n I ≤ n observations are interval censored, where the length of these intervals is finite, and that the other n − n I observations are censored of any other type. Then, the corresponding posterior is proper if E = I 1 × · · · × I nI and the column space of X nI are disjoint, together with the condition n I > p + 1 − q, and condition (iii) from Theorem 1.
As discussed in [15] , checking that E and the column space of X nI are disjoint can be formulated as a linear programming problem (LP). Denote η ∈ R p , ξ = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ nI ) ∈ E, and I j = [l j , u j ], j = 1, . . . , n I . Define the LP problem:
Find max η,ξ
1,
Subject to X nI η = ξ, and log(l j ) ≤ ξ j ≤ log(u j ), j = 1, . . . , n I .
Thus, the disjointness condition is equivalent to verifying the infeasibility of the LP problem (8), for which there are several theoretical and numerical tools (LP solvers) available [6] . It is important to notice that the optimisation step in (8) represents just a tool to connect the propriety conditions in Corollaries 3 and 4 with the feasibility of the restrictions in a LP problem.
Simulation study
In this section we present a simulation study that illustrates the performance of the proposed prior structure. We adopt the simulation scenarios used in [16] in order to allow for qualitative comparisons. We study the LRM:
where we simulate the variables x 1j and x 2j from a standard normal distribution and consider different combinations of the distribution of the residual errors and the sample size n.
In the first scenario, we simulate the residual errors from a two-piece normal distribution with unit scale parameter and skewness parameter γ = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, (β 1 , β 2 , β 3 ) = (1, 2, 3) , and n = 100, 250, 500. We fit the LRM (9) with ε j i.i.d.
∼ TP(0, σ, γ; f ), where f is the standard normal PDF. We adopt the product prior structure (6) with q = 1 and the Jeffreys prior on the parameter γ. For each of these scenarios, we obtain N = 1, 000 samples of size 2, 000 from the posterior distribution using the R t-walk sampler [5] after a burn-in period of 5, 000 iterations and thinned to every 25th iteration (this is, a chain of length 55, 000). Then, we calculate the proportion of 95% credible intervals that include the true value of the parameter, the median posterior estimators, the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimators, the maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs) for comparison, as well as the median of the Bayes factors associated to the hypothesis H 0 : γ = 0 (approximated using the Savage-Dickey density ratio).
In the second and third scenarios, we simulate the residual errors from a two-piece Studentt distribution with degrees of freedom δ = 2, 5. For these scenarios we fit the LRM (9) with ε j i.i.d.
∼ TP(0, σ, δ, γ; f ), where f is the Student-t PDF with δ > 0 degrees of freedom. We adopt the prior structure (6) with q = 1 and the Jeffreys prior on the parameter γ. For the degrees of freedom δ, we use the approximation to the Jeffreys prior for this parameter proposed in [9] :
We choose the hyperparameter d = 10, which induces a prior with mode at δ = 5. In the fourth scenario, we simulate from the linear regression model:
with n = 100, 250, 500, β = (1, 2, 3) ⊤ , and x j = (1, x j1 , x j2 ) ⊤ . The second and third entries of the covariates x j are simulated from a right-half-normal with scale parameter 1/3. The errors ε j are simulated from a two-piece normal distribution with parameters µ = 0, σ = 0.25, and γ = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75. We truncate the observations y j that are greater than 17.5, producing samples with 15%-35% censored observations. Results are reported in Tables 1-12 of the Supplemental Material. In the first scenario we can observe a good coverage as well as good frequentist properties of the estimators associated to the proposed model overall. We can also observe that the Bayes factors clearly identify the case when the errors are symmetric. In the second and third scenarios we observe a good coverage of the credible intervals associated to the regression parameters (β 1 , β 2 , β 3 ) as well as an accurate point estimation. However, in order to get a decent coverage of the credible intervals associated to the scale an tail parameters (σ, δ), we need at least 250 observations. This is a well known phenomenon about the estimation of degrees of freedom of the Student-t distribution. Interestingly, the level of skewness does not seem to affect the performance of the credible intervals, even though for the case when γ = 0 we are fitting an overparameterised model. Although the proposed model performs well even when the true distribution of the residual errors is symmetric, in practice, we recommend conducting a formal model selection between the models with symmetric and asymmetric errors in order to avoid overparameterisation, which has a other unpleasant effects such as increasing the length of the credible intervals. The presence of mild levels of censored observations does not greatly affect the performance of the Bayes estimators and the coverage proportions as we can see from Tables 10-12 in the Supplemental Material.
Applications
In this section we present two examples with publicly available real data to illustrate the usefulness and performance of the proposed Bayesian LRMs. Both examples concern the study of the survival times of cancer patients. In the second example, we discuss the impact of using flexible errors in terms of prediction. For the models with two-piece residual errors, we employ the parameterisation in [12] . Posterior samples are obtained using the R twalk sampler [5] . Since the implementation of the log-posterior associated to the models of interest is very tractable, other samplers (such as Metropolis-Hastings or Metropolis-within-Gibbs samplers) can also be easily implemented. R codes and data used for these examples are available upon request. Model comparison is conducted in terms of three formal model selection tools: Bayesian information criterion (BIC), Bayes factors, and log-predictive marginal likelihood (LPML, [19] ). Bayes factors are calculated using an importance sampling technique. The use of the Bayes factors with the proposed improper prior structure is justified since we are employing improper priors only on the common parameters of the different models, while the priors on the shape parameters have the same interpretation across the different models (see [20] for a discussion on this point). Bayes factors and BIC are useful to identify the model that provides the best fit. On the other hand, LPML is a measure that ranks the models of interest in terms of their predictive performance [19] . Therefore, these two variables provide complementary information. Their combination is particularly relevant in survival analysis given that we are interested on selecting the best model for the data but, since this model is often used for prediction of the residual life of patients that survived beyond the end of the study (see [16] ), it is important to check that the model also has a better predictive performance than the competitor models.
Small Cell Cancer Data
We analyse the data set from [24] about a lung cancer study with two different types of treatment. The data set contains n = 121 survival times (in days) of patients with small cell lung cancer (SCLC) that were administrated two types of therapies. For patients with SCLC the standard treatment consists of a combination of etoposide (E) and cisplatin (P); however the optimal order for the administration of these two treatments has not been established [24] . The group of patients was splitted into two groups: Arm A (62 patients), whose therapy consisted of P followed by E, and Arm B (59 patients), whose therapy consisted of E followed by P. The covariates used for this study are the "Entry age" (in years) and the type of treatment (Arm A and Arm B). The sample contains n c = 23 right-censored observations. We fit an AFT model (7) with 4 distributional assumptions for the residual errors: two-piece Laplace (TP Laplace), two-piece Normal (TP Normal), as well as corresponding symmetric submodels (Laplace and Normal). The propriety of the corresponding posterior distributions is guaranteed by Theorem 1 and Corollary 2. We adopt the prior structure (6) with q = 1 and the Jeffreys prior on the skewness parameter γ ∈ (−1, 1). For each of these models, a sample of size 10, 000 was obtained from the posterior distribution after a burn-in period of 50, 000 iterations and thinned to every 25 iterations (this is, 300, 000 MCMC iterations in total). Table 1 presents a summary of the posterior samples as well as the model comparison tools. The TP Laplace model performs better overall (closely followed by the TP Normal model) in terms of BIC, LPML and Bayes factors, which suggests the need for a model with heavier tails than normal and asymmetry. March 20, 2018 Journal of Applied Statistics 
North Central Cancer Treatment Group (NCCTG) Lung Cancer Data
In this application we analyse the NCCTG Lung Cancer data set, which is available in the 'survival' R package. The data set with complete cases (removing missing covariates) contains the survival times (in days) of n = 227 patients with advanced lung cancer from the NCCTG. The sample contains n c = 63 right-censored observations. The aim of this study was to compare the information from a questionnaire applied to a group of patients against the information obtained by the patient's physician in terms of prognostic power [11] . We fit an AFT model with three covariates ("age" (in years),"sex" (Male=1 Female=2), "ph.ecog" [ECOG performance score, 0=good-5=dead]) as well as an intercept with 4 residual error distributions: two-piece Logistic errors (TP Logistic), two-piece normal errors (TP Normal), and the corresponding symmetric sub-models (Logistic and normal). We adopt the prior structure (6) with q = 1 and the Jeffreys prior on γ. The propriety of the corresponding posterior distributions is guaranteed by Theorem 1 and Corollary 2. We obtain a posterior sample of size 10, 000 after a burn-in of 50, 000 and thinned to every 25th iteration (300, 000 MCMC iterations in total). We now analyse the impact of using more flexible errors in terms of prediction. As discussed in [16] and [15] , it is often of interest to study the distribution of the residual life of patients that survived beyond the end of the study. In order to obtain these predictions, consider the AFT model (7) with a general residual error distribution ε j i.i.d.
∼ TP(c(σ, γ), σ, γ; f ), where c(σ, γ) denotes the point at which the AFT model is centred (e.g. the mode, mean, or median). Denote by θ = (β, σ, γ) the model parameters, and let π(θ) be the corresponding prior. Suppose that the jth subject survived beyond time T j , and therefore the corresponding observation is rightcensored. Then, the posterior predictive CDF of the residual life for this subject is given by: is the posterior predictive CDF associated to this model, and
is the posterior predictive PDF associated to subject j, and π(θ|T) represents the posterior distribution of θ. We recommend centring the model (after sampling from the posterior distribution) around the median rather than the mean since the latter may not exist for certain combinations of the distribution of the residual errors and priors. Moreover, median estimators are robust to the presence of outliers. The posterior predictive survival function of the residual life of subject j is given by S R (t|T, j) = 1 − Π R (t|T, j). This estimator takes into account the uncertainty on the model parameters given that they are integrated out with respect to the corresponding posterior distribution in (12) . If we have a sample from the posterior distribution π(θ|T), then we can approximate (11) by using a Monte Carlo approximation of (12) . One advantage of the predictive estimator (11) over the plug-in estimator proposed in [16] is that this incorporates the posterior uncertainty about the model parameters. Table 3 presents a summary of the quantiles of the residual life distributions, for the first 5 censored patients, using the AFT models with TP Logistic and Logistic errors centred at the median. As we discussed before, the model with TP Logistic errors produces a better fit and a better predictive performance. The quantiles higher than 50% associated to the model with Logistic errors are much larger than those obtained with the model with TP Logistic errors. Therefore, although the inference on the regression parameters is very similar for these two models (see Table 2 ), the corresponding prediction intervals are very different. These differences can be explained using the expressions (11)-(12) which indicate the dependence of the predictions on the residual error distribution and the posterior distribution (which are different in this case). Table 3 . NCCTG Lung Cancer data: Quantiles of the predictive residual life distribution for the Median TP Logistic and Logistic models.
Discussion
We introduced a flexible class of LRM that can account for departures from normality of the residual errors in terms of heavy tails, asymmetry and certain kinds of heteroscedasticity. We proposed a general noninformative prior structure and provided easy to check conditions for the propriety of the corresponding posterior distribution. A simulation study suggests a good frequentist performance of the proposed Bayesian models. The propriety results cover cases when the response variables are censored, which allows for implementing the proposed Bayesian models in survival analysis. The implementation of these models is tractable using already available R packages. For instance, the R package 'twopiece' provides commands for the implementation of the PDF and CDF associated to TPSMN distributions. In the real data applications, we have compared the proposed models against appropriate competitors using different sorts of model comparison tools. In the context of survival analysis, we advocated for the use of model selection tools that provide information about the model that better fits the data, as well as tools that provide information about the predictive performance of the models. This is particularly important in cases when the selected model is used for predicting the remaining life of a censored subject.
